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W I T H  T H E  A D V E N T  O F  T H E  I N T E R N E T,
the need to deliver highly available scalable
e-business systems has grown exponentially.
The Web is transforming how companies
transact business, communicate with their
customers and business partners, and, ulti-
mately, compete. Information technology
departments are being asked to deliver and
maintain systems that transact with cus-
tomers around the clock, share data across
the Internet, and generate large amounts of
revenues. The penalty for downtime or slow
response times in this environment is
immense.

The term “Web service” describes specific functional-
ity, value delivered via Internet protocols, for the pur-
pose of providing a mechanism for another service or
application to use [22]. Web services enable the spe-
cialization and reuse of traditional Web applications by
exposing components of applications as Web services
and enabling businesses to invoke these components.
Web services will fundamentally transform Web-based
applications by enabling them to participate more
broadly as an integrated component of an e-business
solution.

The industry is attempting to take advantage of World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C: see http://www
.w3c.org) and Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF:
see http://www.ietf.org) standards, such as Extensible
Markup Language (XML), HTTP, and Domain Name
System (DNS) protocols to create specifications that
define a way to publish and discover information about
Web services. An example is the Universal Description,
Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) specification.

Developing a scalable Web service requires developing
an infrastructure to address a few fundamental chal-
lenges related to offering a service: 

n Unpredictable loads, unreliable communications,
and unreliable access

n Hardware scaling (i.e., the ability to arbitrarily
throw hardware as scalability challenges)

n Integration (i.e., the ability to interoperate with
other systems and services)

Before the Web, most communications between appli-
cations in the client-server world were synchronous.
The client sent a message and then waited for the
server to respond. In most synchronous situations,
there was a predictable load, a simple response over a
reliable communication infrastructure with reliable
access (i.e., high service availability). For some situa-
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tions now, a tightly coupled or synchronous service is acceptable. However, by
virtue of being on the Web, the service can be exposed to unpredictable loads
from unknown users over an unreliable communication infrastructure with
unreliable access (i.e., can’t predict the availability of other systems or Web serv-
ices). On the Web, synchronous applications are often too fragile and inefficient
to handle this level of uncertainty, and a loosely coupled, or messaging-based
infrastructure, architecture is required. 

A scenario arises where a single machine, no matter how the service is archi-
tected, does not possess the processing power required to handle Web service
requests. In this scenario, Web services are deployed on a distributed multi-
server architecture. As developers apply more hardware to solve critical scaling
challenges, they potentially increase the complexity by introducing new factors
into the architecture. Key factors such as load distribution, state management,
and caching must be taken into account.

Web services are tautologically provided by Web servers, of which the Apache
Web server is known to be the most widely used. The October 2003 Netcraft Web
Server Survey reported that more than 64% of the Web sites on the Internet are
using Apache, thus making it more widely used than all other Web servers com-
bined. Since the 1.0 release (December 1, 1995), Apache has had a modular
architecture (a feature unchanged until today [1]). Other notable Web servers
include IIS (now IIS 6.0 for Windows Server 2003 [15,16]) with less than 40%
of the market share, Zeus [17,18], and Flash [2,19,20]. While these Web servers
outperform Apache in some aspects, they have some restrictions, such as being
tied to a specific operating system or having high cost.

Three primary techniques enable the Web to handle high traffic loads: replica-
tion (mirroring), distributed caching, and improving server performance. Repli-
cation is simply duplication of Web information (either as a whole or partially)
on multiple machines that either form a cluster [5] or are loosely coupled. Since
any one of the machines can serve requests independently, the load of each indi-
vidual server is reduced. Distributed caching includes client-side caching [6],
proxy caching [7,8,9,10], or dedicated cache servers [11,12,13]. These
approaches transparently cache documents closer to the clients, thereby reduc-
ing the network traffic as well as the overhead on the Web server. The effective-
ness of Web caching is sometimes deemed obsolete when Web owners use
cache-busting, that is, marking Web objects with a no-cache header, a technique
used whenever Web owners are interested in collecting hit counts to track
object popularity and usage patterns. Finally, improving server performance
includes using more powerful hardware (e.g., hardware with SMP [Symmetric
Multiprocessing] capability), better Web server software techniques (e.g., pre-
forking process pools [14]), and high-bandwidth network connections [4]. 

Web servers, being crucial software systems, should normally benefit from
advances in software engineering techniques and technology. Yet lots of software
developers feel that such techniques will restrict the creativity of the developers
as well as affect the performance of their products, so they elect not to use any
well-defined process. We wanted to experiment with new modeling languages
(such as UML), new iterative and incremental development methodologies
(such as the Unified Process), new software architectures for distributed systems
(such as peer-to-peer architectures), new testing techniques, and new perfor-
mance evaluation methods. Open source software provides great opportunities
for researchers not to start from scratch and for reuse, yet that is only possible
for minor changes; making major changes to Apache was impossible, as we only
have the code and neither models nor detailed designs.

Wanting to build a new Web server to experiment with all of the new technolo-
gies, we have reverse-engineered Apache and started to develop our own server.
It seemed logical to us to concentrate on stand-alone servers (not clustered or
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distributed servers) as a starting point, and yet ensure that their architecture
would be extensible to support real businesses’ ability to implement serious Web
services. The beginning was a Web server called Artemis that reused many of
Apache’s modules and was written in C++. Artemis had good performance—
close to that of the Apache version when it was developed but with a cleaner
design. The goals of the AUC-Abyss project were to get rid of the many restric-
tions imposed by reusing Apache’s modules (as they were not object-oriented by
nature) and to be able to experiment freely with all of the new software develop-
ment technologies.

We had as our primary objective producing a well-engineered stand-alone Web
server that could outperform Apache 2.0 in comparable environments and at
least support static files, fully support HTTP 1.1 requests, provide a good server-
side caching mechanism, provide an efficient logging mechanism, and be both
reliable and extensible. 

In the following discussion we first provide some background on how Web
servers function in general, while highlighting Apache’s internal architecture.
We then provide a summary of techniques available to handle incoming requests
in parallel, detailing the model used by AUC-Abyss. The architecture of our Web
server is then given and further details are revealed using static and dynamic
artifacts. Before concluding, we compare the performance of AUC-Abyss against
Apache.

Background

A centralized Web server, in the simplest form, could be perceived as a passive
process.1 Clients open TCP connections with the Web server and send their
requested content using the HTTP protocol [1]. Since several clients may be
issuing their requests in parallel, such requests are queued on the server’s port.
The server de-queues requests, finds the requested file, and (if found) sends an
HTTP response header followed by the requested data (see Figure 1). This sim-
ple sequence is followed for satisfying static content (content that is accessible
to a Web server in disk-file form). For clarity, we will not consider dynamic con-
tent (content that is generated dynamically by executing auxiliary applications)
in the following discussion.

F I G U R E 1 : H A N D L I N G  O F  H T T P  R E Q U E S T S

The open source model has stimulated the development of Apache functions by
many volunteer programmers (and even recently by IBM), resulting in a fairly
rapid pace of functional enhancements. Apache’s modularity permits its users to
pick and choose modules to fit their requirements. It is claimed that it can serve
a large number of concurrent clients, limited only by the underlying hardware
and operating system. The hybrid threading/multiprocess model increases its
scalability. The Apache Portable Runtime layer (APR) means it can run at its

1. A passive process, as opposed to an
active one, is a process that does not ini-
tiate computation. Instead, it remains
dormant when there are no requests to
serve and is activated by the operating
system as soon as a request reaches its
ports.
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best on multiple platforms, which now include everything from common UNIX
variants, the Microsoft Windows family, and NetWare, to OS/2. 

The server can be configured easily (statically or dynamically) either by editing
text files or by using one of the many available GUIs. Its modularity allows
many features that are necessary within special application domains to be imple-
mented as add-on modules and plugged into the server. To support that, a well-
documented API is available for module developers. Its modularity and the exis-
tence of many free add-on modules make it easy to build a powerful Web server
without having to extend the server code. Using many of the available server-
based scripting languages, Web-based applications can be developed easily.
When using scripting languages or add-on modules, Apache can even work with
other server applications such as databases or application servers. Therefore,
Apache can be used in common multi-tier scenarios. Additionally, Apache is
completely HTTP 1.1 compliant in both of the current versions, and it also
supports the HTTP compression enhancement tool, thus saving bandwidth, a
feature heavily used by Google in running Apache as its Web server.

Since our target was to perform better than the Apache Web server, it was logical
to attempt to understand the issues that affect its performance [4]. The single
biggest hardware issue affecting Web server performance is RAM. A Web server
should never have to swap, since swapping increases the latency of each request
beyond a point that users consider “fast enough.” This causes users to hit “stop”
and “reload,” further increasing the load. Too many clients attempting to con-
nect to an Apache Server at one time can spawn child threads to the point where
the need for memory swapping leads to a severe performance problem.

Concerning the issue of process creation (thread spawning), Apache’s available
threads are not always sufficient to accept all incoming requests, so constant
per-second spawning is required. In addition, Apache’s parent and children com-
municate with each other through something called the scoreboard. Ideally, this
should be implemented via shared memory, which is the case for those operating
systems that the designers had insight into. The remaining implementation of
the Apache Web server defaults to using an on-disk file, which is both slow and
unreliable (and less featured).

F I G U R E 2 : T H R E E  M A I N  P R O C E S S I N G  M O D E L S

Parallel Handling of Requests

Before we detail the AUC-Abyss Web server architecture, it is important to dis-
cuss how clients’ requests are actually handled. Web servers parallelize the han-
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dling of clients’ requests to exploit interleaving processing with I/O requests,
thus reducing overall response time.

Two main issues greatly affect the performance of a Web server: the processing
model, and the pool size behavior [3]. The processing model describes the par-
allelism adopted by the Web server in terms of processes and/or threads, while
the pool size behavior specifies how the number of processes (or threads) varies
over time in response to workload.

Three main options for a processing model are used by Web servers: the process-
based model, the thread-based model, and a hybrid model (see Figure 2). In the
process-based model (see Figure 2a), a dispatcher process receives requests from
the queue and sends them to single-threaded processes for handling. In the
thread-based model (see Figure 2b), a single multi-threaded process receives
requests from the queue and assigns each to one of its own threads (lightweight
processes). The hybrid mode has a dispatcher (which is a single-threaded
process) that receives requests from the queue and sends them to multi-
threaded processes (see Figure 2c). Each of these models has advantages and
drawbacks, summarized in Table 1.

T A B L E  1 : P R O S  A N D  C O N S  O F  E A C H  O F  T H E  
T H R E E  M A I N  P R O C E S S I N G  M O D E L S

Any of the three processing models has one of two options for coping with vary-
ing workloads by controlling how the number of processes (or threads) varies
over time (i.e., pool size behavior). In the first approach, a static pool is used in
which a fixed number of processes (and/or threads) are created at startup. As a
request arrives, it is more likely that this request will find a process already
spawned ready to serve it, so no time is wasted on spawning or killing processes
or threads. However, when the load on the Web server is low, many processes
(or threads) will remain idle (wasting a lot of cycles and forming more switching
overhead, especially if they use polling and do not block). Also, if there are p
processes (or threads) already created and a request arrives finding other p
requests being processed, the request will wait in a queue. As the workload for
the Web server increases, the queue will get longer, increasing the response

Process-Based

Stability of the system. If a
process goes down, the only
effect would be the failure of
the client being served by that
process, without any other
effect on the system.

High cost for creation and destruc-
tion of processes.

Memory requirements are much less
because threads share the same
address space.

Huge context-switching overhead.

Not as stable as the process-based
model; one malfunctioning thread
will take down the whole server.

Memory requirements are much
less because threads share the
same address space.

Spawning threads within the
same process is much more effi-
cient than spawning new
processes.

Much efficient inter-thread com-
munication through the use of
the shared address space.

Thread-Based

It combines the pros of both models; if a thread crashes, it would take down
the process that created it and its sibling threads. This means that some of
the clients will be disconnected but not all of them.

Hybrid

Pros Cons
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time. In the second approach, a dynamic pool is used in which the creation and
destruction of processes (and/or threads) varies dynamically according to the
workload. This means that when the load is increased, more requests will be
processed concurrently and the queue will be reduced. Yet at the same time, the
dynamic creation and destruction of processes (and/or threads) does introduce
an overhead for the server machine.

F I G U R E  3 : A U C - A B Y S S  P R O C E S S  M O D E L

We have decided to use the hybrid processing model for AUC-Abyss. In this
model, processes as well as threads do not need to interact at all, since each
thread serves a different request independently of the others. As our Web server
starts, a single-threaded process root loads a configuration file to set up and con-
figure its consequent operations. It starts to allocate and initialize pre-config-
ured memory in RAM for its use. Once this phase is concluded, the root process
forks another process and kills itself. That new process is the parent server (see
Figure 3), which, in turn, is responsible for forking more child servers, depend-
ing on the workload and the condition of the currently running child servers.
(See Figure 4a for the use-case diagram to serve an HTTP request.) Each child
server spawns a number of threads by which the requests are actually handled
(see Figure 4b for the use-case diagram of child servers). The fact that each
thread handles a request independently improves the robustness of the server by
reducing the likelihood of events that may cause a systemwide failure. However,
the acceptance of new requests is synchronized through a mutual execution
mechanism in order to make sure that each request is served only once. Further-
more, the child servers communicate with the parent server through the score-
board, a file in which each child saves its current state. 

F I G U R E  4 : M A I N  U S E - C A S E  D I A G R A M S
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Server Architecture

AUC-Abyss is based on a hybrid architecture in which many threads, spawned
by child server processes, serve requests in parallel; this might dramatically
decrease Web server performance, since file I/O operations are the most expen-
sive operations a thread can perform as it competes with other threads (at least
to access the log file). Thus, our primary concern was to find a way to reduce the
cost of repeated I/O operations that occur after each request-response cycle. Our
initial solution was to create a single global memory base buffer in which we
could temporarily store the logging information and to call a periodic dumping
function which would copy all this information to the log file on the hard disk.
This was thought to improve performance, since it reduced the overhead of
opening and closing a file stream for each single served request by buffering a
large number of entries together and writing them in one chunk. 

Our second concern was to maintain the performance of the Web server: the
level at which a Web server is able to perform under a certain workload should
remain constant, even while the server is flushing logging information. This
raised a problem: once the flushing operation is underway, the memory buffer
locks and cannot be accessed, the threads therefore are all forcibly put to sleep
(since they cannot log after serving), and for a few seconds the server grinds to a
complete halt. This was unacceptable. We came up with a twofold solution to
this problem. First, and most important, it was decided that the flushing opera-
tion could not be performed by the threads themselves, since this reduces per-
formance dramatically. Either the parent server process would perform this
operation or a new twin thread (also known as a shadow thread) would be
spawned to perform this operation, then die. Second, we decided to implement a
mirror buffer, which performs exactly like the base buffer but is used as a
backup. When the base buffer is being flushed, logging is automatically shifted
to the mirror buffer and vice versa; thus request handling will never stop. Con-
cerning the dumping of the logs from the memory, once a buffer is filled, the
logging mechanism is responsible for spawning a twin thread for transferring
this information onto the disk concurrently with the normal operation of the
Web server, and therefore the performance of the Web server is not affected
(except for using up some extra clock cycles). This twin thread is considered a
twin to the threads in the process that made the final entry into the logging
buffer. The parent of this twin thread is random and is not specified a priori. 

F I G U R E  5 : A U C - A B Y S S  A R C H I T E C T U R E
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Figure 5 shows the architecture of the AUC-Abyss Web server. Memory manage-
ment is the most important component; it interacts with or is used by all the dif-
ferent entities in order to utilize memory effectively, avoiding leakage and reduc-
ing system calls. The configuration layer is responsible for the different types of
configuration we handle in the system and is saved in a text file that is read
when the server starts to boot. It deals with almost all the other entities that
exist in our Web server.

The parent server controls the whole Web server. Since AUC-Abyss is a pre-
forking Web server, the parent server is responsible for creating the child servers
(processes) which spawn multiple threads that become responsible for handling
the request-response cycle. The parent server communicates with the memory
management, the configuration, and the child servers. 

Once the child servers are forked, they handle all the request-response cycles of
the system. The request enters through the TCP/IP interface and the admission
control and is kept in a queue in the request pool. Child servers take requests
and handle them; they look for them in the caching subsystem and, when done,
log the operation through the logging subsystem. Finally, the TCP/IP layer pro-
vides the basic networking capabilities that the Web server needs to process its
different activities. It interacts with the parent server and the request-response
layer.

F I G U R E  6 : G E N E R A L  C L A S S  D I A G R A M

Logical View

Our general class diagram more or less maps the system architecture, using sev-
eral components (see Figure 6). The configuration subsystem consists of an
abstract virtual class (ACBasicConfiguration); all other classes implement this
basic class. This fosters extensibility by future addition of subconfiguration
components as long as such components inherit from the abstract class and
implement all its virtual functions. Two main ideas drive the existence of an
abstract class. First of all, reusability suggests that all common operations and
attributes be grouped into one class. Secondly, such a class facilitates adding
new directives if the administrator desires. For example, an admin can create a
new class in which each directive is saved with a function pointer to execute
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when this directive is met in the configuration file. This class can be dynamically
linked to the server and provide the extra functionality needed. 

The ACCache class communicates with ACRequest during the service of the
request; the logging class deals with the ACRequest class as well. The rest of the
classes (AServer, ACRequest, and ACHandler) handle the request-response
cycle. ACScoreboard is responsible for keeping track of the spawned processes
and threads (child servers).

F I G U R E  7 : C O N F I G U R A T I O N  S U B S Y S T E M  C L A S S  D I A G R A M
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The server cannot function properly without a configuration. There are two
types of server configuration: per server, or per directory. The configuration is
saved in a text file which is read when the server starts up. The configuration
layer is responsible for the configuration of the server (see Figure 7). This sub-
system deals with almost all the other entities that exist in the Web server. The
naming schema is uniform to differentiate between various subconfigurations:
those belonging to per-server configuration end with SC, whereas those belong-
ing to per-directory configuration end with DC. The server configuration can
either be a preloaded or an extra per-server configuration that can be added later
on. The per-directory configuration can be either default or special. 

For per-server configuration, the parent server, after creating the pool of mem-
ory, interacts with the configuration object to initialize the server configuration
needed to process the various servers’ activities. For example, the port number
and document root are set by this object, among other variables needed by the
server to start processing different requests. A preloaded per-server configura-
tion is the basic configuration; the extra per-server configuration gives the user
the ability to customize some of the configurations after the default configura-
tion has been loaded. 

F I G U R E  8 : H A N D L E R S  C L A S S  D I A G R A M
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Per-directory configuration is responsible for initializing different directories
existing in the system, both default and special configurations. Once again, the
parent server interacts with the directory objects (directory, MIME, core, and
negotiation) to initialize the basic configuration of each. To set up the default
per-directory configuration, the parent server initializes first the server configu-
ration and then the necessary directory configuration. This configuration is to
be used when no special values are specified. For example, /usr/local/etc can use
the default configuration /usr/local directly. the user can save special directory
configurations, after the default initialization. These values will of course over-
ride the default values.

AUC-Abyss uses different handlers for different types of requests. The ACHan-
dler base class contains the basic methods needed by all handlers to respond to
requests. Each type of handler is a class inheriting from the base class. There are
two other classes that are not handlers per se in the diagram: ATVariant encap-
sulates information about a particular variant, and ATNegState deals with the
state of negotiation. AUC-Abyss deals with handlers as a linked list containing
an instance of each. Once the server receives a request, it will loop over all these
handlers and check the content type to know which one will be used in han-
dling this specific request. This design is useful for reusability purposes.

F I G U R E 9 : C O N F I G U R A T I O N  S T A T E  D I A G R A M

Dynamic Behavior

As the root server process is responsible for the configuration of the server, it
starts by executing configServer(). This function opens the configuration file
and reads the directives (see Figure 9). Reaching end of file means the configu-
ration was completed successfully. Each directive is read and then searched for
in the command list. If there is a match, the function associated with the direc-
tive is executed and the process is repeated for the next directive. If it is not
found, an error message is printed and the system is exited. 

One important directive is “directory,” which specifies that the user wants to
create a special directory that should have a specific per-directory configuration.
The server creates a directory instance and then initializes it with the default
configuration by checking its parents’ configuration until we have a complete
directory configuration. The server then proceeds by reading another directive
from the file, but this time the search is made in the table of subdirectory
configurations. If a match is found, the associated function is executed and the
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process is repeated until the closing tag for the directory is reached. This indi-
cates that the special directory configuration has ended, and the server goes
back to configuring the server. 

F I G U R E  1 0 : M A I N  S E R V E R  A N D  C H I L D  S E R V E R  S T A T E  D I A G R A M

Figure 10 shows the overall state diagram of the Web server. It starts the execu-
tion of the root process that is responsible for the entire configuration. It then
opens a socket and keeps on listening for the incoming requests. Then it forks a
number of processes, each of which in turn spawns a number of threads and
updates the memory with the new status. Each of these threads represents a
child server class responsible for handling a request-response cycle. When a
thread is spawned, it updates its status in the scoreboard to “Ready” and counts
the number of idle children. If that number is more than the maximum number
allowed, the thread is killed and exits the connection; otherwise it starts the
request-response loop. At the beginning of this loop, the thread (or child) is
solely responsible for waiting on incoming requests on the socket; when a
request arrives it is accepted and then handled. It then goes back to the start of
the request-response loop. Meanwhile, the main server is in another infinite
loop, maintaining the child statuses and the scoreboard. Note the hierarchy of
the system: the main server represents the parent responsible for a number of
child servers, whereas each child server is responsible only for handling a
request.
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Request-Response Sequence
The request-response cycle (shown in Figure 11) begins with an instance of the
AServer class (see Figure 12). This object is the main core controller of the Web
server and begins by creating instances of ACCache andACLogging, followed by
the ACHandler classes. The AServer is solely responsible for handling the
request-response cycle. It creates an ACRequest object and then loops infinitely,
waiting for a connection from a client through the WaitForConnection() func-
tion. Once it is notified of a pending request connection, it proceeds to open the
input/output connections through the ACRequest object initialized earlier
through the sockets (OpenInputConnection() and OpenOutputConnection()
functions). It is then concerned with processing the request by reading the
request, parsing the URL, and obtaining the content type of the request through
three functions: SendBasicHeader(), SendHttpHeader(), and SendFile(). Once
this is done, the ACChildServer asks the ACServer controller to get the handler
suitable for handling this type of request. Thus, the handler type is returned
through a response message. The child server then proceeds to ask the
ACHandler object to handle this specific type of request.

F I G U R E  1 1 : T Y P I C A L  R E Q U E S T - R E S P O N S E  C Y C L E

In responding, the ACHandler will first look up this request in the cache mem-
ory by using the lookup() function in the ACCache instance that was initialized
earlier by the ACServer. A response is then sent back to the handler from the
ACCache containing a pointer to the requested data in memory if it is found
there. If not, a pointer to its location on the hard disk is returned. The child
server uses this pointer to perform the response part of the cycle. This is
achieved by sending the Basic Header, the HTTP Header, and the file itself
through the functions previously mentioned in the ACRequest object back to
the client through the OpenOutputConnection() of the socket. After the
response is delivered, the child server is responsible for storing the transaction
in the log buffer. This is accomplished by using the insert() function in the
ACLogging object. 
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F I G U R E  1 2 : R E Q U E S T - R E S P O N S E  S E Q U E N C E  D I A G R A M
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T A B L E  2 : R E Q U E S T - R E S P O N S E  T I M E  T E S T  R E S U L T S

Performance Evaluation

The first set of performance evaluation benchmarks was concerned with testing
the request-response time of both Apache 2.0 and AUC-Abyss. We used httperf
(a standard benchmarking tool for evaluating Web servers), taking three sam-
ples for every file size and repeating the experiment for five different file sizes
(15KB, 256KB, 512KB, 1MB, and 2MB), each test running for 10 minutes. By
looking at the results (see Table 2), we notice that in small file sizes we outper-
formed Apache by a fairly obvious margin, but as file sizes grew in size, the per-
formance of Abyss converges with that of Apache. This is due to network satura-
tion as the network I/O reaches its maximum. It’s also important to note that a
file of 15k is the most common file size requested on the Internet in general, and
in that case AUC-Abyss outperformed Apache by an average of 22%. 

ALICE 15 Kbytes Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Average % Difference

AUC-Abyss 2 2 2 2 21.70%

Apache 2 3.3 2 2.4333333 -21.70%

The number of connections was 50,000 with a rate of 100 connections per second.

The Net I/O of the network was 12.5 Mbps.

BECKY 256 Kbytes Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Average % Difference

AUC-Abyss 26 28.2 30.6 28.266667 2.90%

Apache 27.9 31.5 28.1 29.166667 -2.90%

The number of connections was 20,000 with a rate of 44 connections per second.

The Net I/O of the network was 92.3 Mbps.

CANDY 512 Kbytes Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Average % Difference

AUC-Abyss 50.8 49 48.8 49.533333 1.55%

Apache 52.8 49.2 48.9 50.3 -1.55%

The number of connections was 10,000 with a rate of 22 connections per second.

The Net I/O of the network was 92.3 Mbps.

DOROTHY 1 Megabyte Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Average % Difference

AUC-Abyss 95.8 97 97.2 96.666667 0.30%

Apache 97.2 97 96.7 96.966667 -0.30%

The number of connections was 5000 with a rate of 10 connections per second.

The Net I/O of the network was 88.3 Mbps.

EDITH 2 Megabyte Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Average % Difference

AUC-Abyss 189.7 190.7 189.6 190 0.14%

Apache 189.6 190.6 190.6 190.26667 -0.14%

The number of connections was 2500 with a rate of 5 connections per second.

The Net I/O of the network was 88.3 Mbps.
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We then moved on to the width tests, focusing on evaluating the server’s con-
currency performance when numerous small files were requested. Concurrency
is of vital importance here, especially for Web sites visited by millions of people
(e.g., google.com or hotmail.com). These tests were carried out on both AUC-
Abyss and Apache. Once again, each test was repeated three times and per-
formed using four small file sizes (20B, 1KB, 2KB, and 4KB). All tests were at a
constant rate of 2500 connections per second, which worked out to 150,000
total connections. 

F I G U R E  1 3 : A V E R A G E  R E S P O N S E  T I M E

The results indicate that Abyss handled concurrency dramatically better than
Apache (see Figure 13). It is important to note that Apache was inconsistent in
its maximum number of concurrent users, which is unacceptable in an enter-
prise situation.

F I G U R E 1 4 : A V E R A G E  N U M B E R  O F  E R R O R S

The error performance of AUC-Abyss was outstanding, as it produced the least
number of errors (zero errors, in fact) in comparison with Apache (see Figure
14). As a result of the number of errors, we can conclude that the Apache expe-
rienced denial of service whereas AUC-Abyss was still up and running.

Conclusion

We can safely state that our project met its goals. We have designed and imple-
mented an extensible Web server using state-of-the-art software engineering
technology that is on a par with the most widely used Web servers. But this is
just the starting point. Much more work needs to be done to make AUC-Abyss
as powerful as other Web servers. As yet, it does not provide sophisticated
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admission control, it only supports static files, and it is a stand-alone, non-
portable server.

Most Web server architectures reject excess requests without discriminating
between different resource bottlenecks, or they use only one indicator for over-
load, often CPU utilization. Hence, they cannot take the potential resource con-
sumption of requests into account, but have to reduce the acceptance rate of all
requests when one resource is over-utilized [21]. Both high CPU utilization and
dropped packets on the networking interface can lead to long delays and low
throughput. Other resources that could be controlled are disk I/O bandwidth
and memory. The admission control mechanism adaptively determines the
client request acceptance rate to meet the Web servers’ performance require-
ments, while the load balancing or client request distribution mechanism deter-
mines the fraction of requests to be assigned to each Web server (in the case of a
distributed-based Web server architecture). 

Adding admission control over and above basic load balancing reduces work-
load, increases server performance (faster response to users’ requests), and max-
imizes the usefulness of server arrays. It is observed that admission control
ensures that throughput is maintained at the highest possible level by control-
ling traffic to the Web servers when the servers’ resources are approaching
exhaustion. By controlling traffic before resources are exhausted, the chances of
server breakdown are minimized, and hence system sanity and graceful degrada-
tion, in the worst case, are guaranteed. In addition, if admission control allows a
user access to a Web server, the user will receive continuing priority access to
server resources, thereby ensuring that the service a user perceives is maintained
at an acceptable level.

To conclude, admission control plays a crucial role in ensuring that the servers
meet users’ quality-of-service requirements while maximizing site availability
and preventing server congestion/failure during heavy traffic. Our next step for
AUC-Abyss is to add admission control. The fundamental question here is, Is
admission control really necessary in Web server systems? In response, we note
that there are two ways to increase overall user utility, namely, increasing server
(farm or cluster) capacity or implementing intelligent traffic management mech-
anisms. Our experiments show that we can utilize resource-based admission
control to avoid over-utilization of critical Web server resources. We may also
provide service differentiation using token buckets with logical partitions. The
importance of having an admission control subsystem is accentuated with the
support of both static and dynamic requests, mainly because the first is network
intensive whereas the latter is CPU intensive. In a simple scenario the CPU
could be causing a bottleneck when serving a high load of requests based on
dynamic scripts, while the network and bandwidth are capable of serving static
requests.

Right now the server only supports static HTML files. However, to be able to
compete with Apache and other Web servers, AUC-Abyss needs to support
dynamic scripts and CGI, which are commonly used nowadays. Therefore, one
of the first possible future enhancements would be an add-on to support
dynamic behavior. In addition, our Web server was built with C++ on Linux.
Developing it in a standard programming language would make its portability
easier, yet an operating system’s dependency has to be architecturally addressed,
and there are a lot of approaches that we can learn here from the development of
portable operating systems to make AUC-Abyss portable across platforms. Other
future plans for our server include adapting its architecture to provide distrib-
uted-based Web services and support for virtual servers [23]. 

The authors plan to release the Abyss server in the spring of 2005 under the
GPL for research purposes only.
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